At present many women writers like Jhumpa Lahiri, Bhabani Bhattacharya and Anita Desai have worked on the issues of expatriation and the complexities in the life of diasporas. Anita Desai dives deep into the unconscious and subconscious psyche of the expatriates and their nausea, nostalgia and longings to their native land. Expatriation appears as a recurrent motif in post-colonial literature across the world because it constitutes not only the commonly shared experience of the migrant people but also the creative sensibility of their writers.
www.ijellh.com in England. It is not simply white man's burden but also the feeling of superiority by virtue of their being ruled over us. The psychological issue in her character's life affairs the dimensions of existential agony because it is rooted in the existential loneliness and corrodes her being and makes it possible for her to find meaning in an arid existence.
Indian Literature in English has journeyed a long way to achieve its present glory and grandeur. Beginning with the trio of Raja Rao, R.K.Narayan and Mulk Raj Anand to Anita Desai, Bhabani Bhattacharya and host of others are trying their art of fiction with unlimited and unrestricted themes. In the present age, the novel has been developed by the rapid changes in social conditions. The novelists were interested in exploring the sub-conscious of human mind. During the last two centuries many writers followed the psychological theory of Freud and Jung. At present it is enriched by a sizable number of women writers read and acclaimed all over the world. Their works offer penetrative insight into the complex issues of life. The fictional concerns of these women writers are not limited to the world of women and their sufferings as victims of male hegemony; they also express social, economic and political upheavals in Indian society.
Expatriation and the problems and complexities in the life of expatriates have merged as a major theme in the novels of 20 th century authors, crossing the barriers of caste, creed and nationality. The authors have been articulate enough in narrating the complexities of life of immigrants. In this series of authors, Anita Desai is a name who dives deep into the unconscious and sub-conscious psyche of the expatriates and their nausea, nostalgia and longing ness to their native land. Her depiction of characters and situation is not one-sided and her protagonists seem to be cherishing a strange love-hate relationship with the end of their adoption with great precision and brilliance.
In 'Bye Bye Blackbird', Anita Desai deals with the east-west encounter. 'Blackbird' used in the title is none other than the immigrant, whom London says goodbye. Desai SMART MOVES JOURNAL IJELLH ONLINE ISSN: 2582 -3574 PRINT ISSN: 2582 Vol. Dev is not happy by the manner in which the immigrants are subjected to racial discrimination. He also finds himself uneasy to adjust with the "English habit of keeping all doors and windows tightly shut…….of guarding their privacy as they guarded their tongues."(63) Anita Desai "depicts the psycho-emotional and socio-psycho states of the protagonists living in alien and cloistered world of existential problems and passions. Alienation in her novels is presented in the form of tension between self and society."7 A prominent theme running through her novels is the aloneness of the human being in the isolated island of human destiny. The burden of existence hands heavy on most of her characters. As K.R.Srinivas Iyenger puts it, "is the exploration of sensibility--the particular kind of modern Indian sensibility that is all to ease among barbarians and the Philistines, the anarchists and the amolarists."8
Desai holds this problem repeatedly. Her father was a Bengali and her mother a (17) It is now a general opinion that colonizers consciously worked to break the spirit of rebellion in the natives by "educating"10 them well and building into them feelings of inferiority and hatred for their own culture and values.11 the spiritual and moral maiming of the native people's consciousness was so intense that the natives began to praise the Whiteman for everything and undervalue their own tradition. Even as free nations these societies have not been able to solve their basic problems like poverty, unemployment, over- Adit is very critical of the lack of avenues in India, where after many years of hard work, he could find only "a ruddy clerking job."(18). He is proud of his financial achievements in England:
"What a relief it was to have a desk of my own, a secretary to make me tea and the feeling that I had found something I would like to make permanent at last"(105).
Adit is also critical of general condition of life in India: she is always subject to taunts and jibes of not only her colleagues but even of young pupils of the school where she works as a clerk. She always avoids any question regarding her husband and family life but her peers take a perverse delight in asking such questions. Julia who is teacher in her school comes out with typical British superciliousness. Sarah dreads such embarrassing comments:
"She had stammered out her replies, too unhappy even to accuse them of tactlessness or inquisitiveness and, for her pains, had heard Julia sniff, as she left the room, if she is ashamed of having an Indian husband, why did she go and marry him?"
The strains of inter-racial marriage are so much on her that they affect her day-to-day life. Even her pupils ignore her. They pretended not to notice her at all. Once she came across the road, she heard them scream, "Hurry, hurry, Mrs. Scurry!" and where is the fire, pussy cat?" (32). This much about the ordeal she undergoes at her work place at the hands of her colleagues and pupils. When she goes for shopping she avoids going to the stores of Laurel Lane where she lives, for her shopping would easily betray her link with India. Therefore, she prefers to go to big department store where she would remain an anonymous buyer, none knowing her Asian connections:
"………she went into the supermarket to wander amongst the stacked shelves in an absent-mindedly happy way for she Sarah takes all precautions to avoid the remarks of the people even then she cannot escape the riddle which is now part of her life. The tension between appearance and actuality results in schizophrenia. She does not know where she belongs to and she is fed up with putting on faces. She wants genuineness and that would come only when she leaves England for good at the end of the novel. By contrast, as Joanna Kirk Patrick points out, "Identity in a caste society has a fixed sense of social placement."16 We are not told how she would fare in the Indian society. In England she is not at peace. Her identity crisis has been described more than once in the novel which makes her lonely, the question always nagging her who is she.
After marriage, she faces an identity crisis:
"She had become nameless, she had shed her name as she had shed her ancestry and identity, and she sat there, staring, as though she watched them disappear. Or could only someone knew her, knew of her background and her marriage, imagine this? Would a stranger have seen in her a lost maiden in search of her name that she seemed, with a sudden silver falling of the light of glamour, to an unusually subdued and thoughtful Adit."(33).
We find later a more clear description of the crisis of Sarah's identity in the same chapter of the novel. It is easier for a girl to adjust to her new home if she marries in the same We see that Sarah's parents accept her and her husband. But most significant thing about this foreigner is that she is devoted wife even though she bears suffering and mental torture. Racial conflict and hostile opposition are the natural consequences the immigrants have to face in the adopted country. Bye Bye Blackbird is full of situations in which we find characters struggling to survive the racial onslaught. Racial prejudice often gets expression through the accusation against the coloured immigrants for spreading dirt and filth. The mother of Sarah, Mrs. Roscommon-James, finds the situation unbearable when her son-inlaw, Adit, intrudes into her kitchen along with his other Indian friend:
"It was evident she was thinking that all she had heard about the filthy ways of the Asian immigrants was correct."(135).
Slinging derogatory remarks on immigrants on the basis of skin is a very common form of the expression of racial prejudice. In fact, this colour consciousness of the white people appears to be a major factor that obstructs the process of assimilation between the races. In the novel, Dev is called 'Wog' (14) by a school-boy. He reacts very sharply. In Raja Rao's 'Comrade Kirilov' the reflections of discrimination of skin-colour can be noticed in the In spite of all discrimination, in the end of the novel, Dev decides to stay in England.
The luxurious, happiness, privacy which everyone possess and enjoys English culture slowly changes and starts admiring the 'once hatred' culture. And interestingly enough, Adit who really enjoyed the English life, too undergoes a change and his national feelings call him back to his country. It is to be appreciable that the role of the novelist in bringing the psychic changes of the protagonist and their plight in alien countries. She reveals that the culture will change any person to follow if not out of compulsion of any external force but by changing the person's psyche to follow it voluntarily, whether it is eastern culture or western changes the protagonists of Desai.
The end of the novel sums up with the words 'Bye Bye Blackbird'. Is it that Dev is bidding good-bye to Adit only or is it to his Indian self? Desai usually used the theme of exploration in most of her novels. She evokes the right atmosphere through the rich imagery characteristics of her style and the use of symbols. The psychological issue in her character's life affairs the dimensions of existential agony because it is rooted in the existential loneliness and corrodes her being and makes it possible for her to find meaning in an arid existence.
Expatriation of the individual is a persistent theme in Anita Desai's novels. The sensitive human being suffers from a sense of alienation who could reach the intensity of an existential malaise. Desai unfolds the existential traits of man in society. She analyses a man in action in order to reveal his hidden motives behind the reality of conscious mind. Her novel brings forth some bright prospect of her creativity.
